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"How many relationships have you had in the past???!!!" How do
you answer this?
September 17, 2022 | 6 upvotes | by lazycopyboi

What's your response to this shit test? I usually go the humor way.
"You mean last year?"
"Lost count."
"Never had one." etc.
But this obviously doesn't work at all times with everyone. Some girls just straight-up demand the answer
from you (Idk, maybe out of anxiety?). This last girl straight-up said some guys just want to keep things
mysterious or something; I couldn't come up with anything against that.
So what do you do in cases like these?
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Comments

Nearby_Ad_5684 • 8 points • 17 September, 2022 07:08 AM 

If they’re a demanding bitch you say none of your business and move on. Otherwise humor is the way to go.

Could have said mystery makes it fun, some shit abt being in the present, etc. plenty of things to say against. Oh
well, now yk

AssassiN18 • 3 points • 17 September, 2022 09:46 AM 

Had this too, went with the cocky and funny approach, too worked out pretty good. On a similar note, how do
you guys deal with the question of whether you are currently seeing other girls/ how many other girls have you
got on the side? I went with the cocky and funny approach as well but I'm curious to hear some other rebuttals.
I've made it clear to this plate that it's casual but she keeps asking.

MrAnderzon • 1 point • 28 September, 2022 08:34 PM 

They keeping asking the same question is disrespectful

Bring it up nonchalantly and give them the same answer

Remember they don’t want to know the truth. Keep the fantasy alive
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